USE CASE

Automating Critical Document Workflows

THE INDUSTRY

By using Adlib a manufacturer of high-tech
lithography replaced their desktop tool,
PDFMaker, with a centralized, standardized
solution to reduce costs and improve
compliance with SOX and ISO requirements.

Manufacturing

THE CHALLENGE
A manufacturer that invents and develops complex technology for high-tech lithography
was looking to create a scalable method for converting Microsoft® Office® and Visio

THE SYSTEMS

THE DOCUMENTS
MICROSOFT OFFICE DOCUMENTS AND

files that demonstrate compliance with SOX and ISO regulations.

VISIO FILES

They were faced with a number of arduous challenges. This organization needed to:
• Find an alternative to PDFMaker, which doesn’t meet current volume demands

WHAT IS ADVANCED
RENDERING?

• Prove compliance with all rendered documents

Advanced Rendering technology takes basic

• Reduce current licensing costs (pricing for PDFMaker is too expensive and one

document–to-PDF conversion to a higher

license per user would require over 3000 licenses to be purchased)
• Ensure rendered PDF documents are searchable

level by integrating into the most
commonly-used Enterprise Content
Management (ECM) systems and automating

THE RESULT

the conversion of content from multiple
sources into more manageable and usable

Adlib replaced PDFMaker with a flexible, cost-effective solution that improved secure

formats to enhance documents at each of

collaboration throughout the enterprise and demonstrated compliance with SOX and

the 4 stages of the document lifecycle:

ISO requirements. For this manufacturing organization, Adlib provided cost-effective

capture, manage, archive and deliver.

scalability.

Adlib PDF Enterprise is the next-generation

By using Adlib PDF, this manufacturing organization was able to achieve a number

of Advanced Rendering technology that is

of benefits:

ideal for high-volume environments where

Demonstration of SOX and ISO compliance with all rendered documents
üü
Reduction in costs by going to a license per server instead of per user
üü
Improvement in productivity and ease of access
üü
Searchability of files through Optical Character Recognition
üü

accurate, scalable and highly-available
document-to-PDF conversion and
transformation services are required across
the enterprise.

Advanced Rendering enabled this
manufacturing organization to automate PDF
rendering, and in turn, compliance.
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